GSR PAY RATE BY ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTS

Civil and Environmental Engineering (CEE)

GSR III*  Students in MS or PhD program.
GSR IV*  Students who pass the Preliminary PhD exam
GSR V*  Students who pass the University qualifying exam for advancement to candidacy
*Minimum step at which GSR can be paid

Electrical Engineering and Computer Science (EECS)

GSR IX  All students – 48% max
         All students who have Advanced to Candidacy increase to 50%

Industrial Engineering and Operations Researcher (IEOR)

GSR IV*  All students prior to passing Ph.D. Entrance exam and all MS students
GSR V*  The semester after passing Preliminary PhD exam
GSR VI*  The semester after passing PhD Qualifying exam (Advanced to Candidacy)
* Minimum step at which GSR can be paid

Mechanical Engineering (ME)

GSR IV  Incoming Students
GSR V  Passed Preliminary Exam
GSR VI  Passed Qualifying Exam & Advanced to Candidacy

Material Sciences and Mineral Engineering (MSE or MSME)

GSR V  Incoming Students
GSR VI  Advanced to Candidacy

MSE GSR's are paid at 49.5% during the Spring and Fall semesters and 100% during the Summer.

BioEngineering

GSR X at 49.44%, title code 3282 or 3284

Chemistry

GSR VIII  All students  4589 Fall, Spring & Summer

Nuclear Engineering

GSR IX  47.25% Percentage stays the same during summer
GSR X  47.25% Students who have advanced to candidacy percentage stays the same during summer
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School of Information

GSR IV Students in MS program
GSR VIII Students in PhD program

Applied Science & Technology (AST)

Salary dependent on faculty’s home department

Physics

GSR IX 45.89 All students
   47.92 Students who have advanced to candidacy
% remains the same at all times, regardless of summer or academic year

Energy & Resources' Group:

GSR III Students with MS (Terminal or Track)
GSR IV PhD students who have not passed Quals/Advanced to candidacy
GSR V PhD students who have passed Quals/Advanced to candidacy

Naval Architecture and Offshore Engineering (NAOE)

GSR III All students (44.5% maximum)

Public Policy

Step and percentage at discretion of Faculty and DOE of student

Statistics

GSR V All incoming Ph.D. Students
GSR VI Advanced to Candidacy

Economics

Step and percentage at discretion of faculty

City and Regional Planning

Step and percentage at discretion of faculty

Ocean Engineering

GSR VII All students – maximum percentage 48% INCLUDING BREAKS
   All students who have Advanced to Candidacy increase to 49.9%
   (Students who have advanced to candidacy can only work up to 75% during breaks.)
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**Integrative Biology**

Step and percentage at discretion of faculty

**German**

GSR I  All GSRs

**Computational Biology**

GSR X  All GSRs 52.35% including Summer